
WRITING A BLOG ON LINKEDIN

Click Write an article near the top of your homepage. You'll see a Write an article button appear next to Like, Comment,
and Share in the top bar, below the .

Make engaging content on your blog. People are people, and we relate better to an actual person than to a
business. A few good sites to browse for images are Pexels , Unsplash , and Pixabay , all of which offer free
stock images. Consistency is important to building a presence and a reputation as a writer who has something
valuable to share with the LinkedIn community. If you are a B2B company, run a sweepstakes to give away
one of your services for free. Write about what you know best. Information that will help them become better
at their jobs, tools that will help them identify and build upon their strengths, and actionable advice that will
position them for new career opportunities. I recommend new writers on LinkedIn start with a small goal of,
say, publishing one post per month. Example: Send article links directly to individuals, when the article is
relevant to them. I've published on a wide range of topics: writing well , self-driving cars , podcasting ,
succeeding at summer internships , tweeting in outer space , motivating staff members, writing emails that
sound more "human", self-publishing books, and more. Last December, I received an unexpected email from
the editors at LinkedIn with some special news: They had crunched the numbers on the 1 million members
who had published posts over the prior 12 months, and from them, selected 90 "Top Voices" on the basis of
views, reader engagement, and how many times their posts were featured by LinkedIn's editors. Complete
your personal profile, with a personalize yet professional summary. If I can, I'll jot down an outline with
sub-headlines for the post. Nice, right? Bonus Tip 11 : Publish your LinkedIn posts on Thursday Summary In
order to get the maximum number of post viewsâ€¦ Your title should be be characters long. Through my
experience conceiving, writing, editing, publishing, and sharing blog posts, I've learned a great deal about
what gets traction on LinkedIn -- and what doesn't. Finally, make sure you don't miss my future posts and
please follow me here on LinkedIn even if we're already connected - and also check out the nearly blog posts
about LinkedIn on Maximize Social Business. And they're curious about the person behind the post. Post it to
LinkedIn. Some of my most popular posts on LinkedIn were on topics I felt strongly about, topics on which I
felt compelled to share my perspective. More from Inc. You can draw a vague connection, but mostly it just
makes your post look generic. Before you write the article, think about the headline. LinkedIn differs from
other platforms to a degree in that the people using it are on the platform to make connections, learn from each
other, and advance their careers.


